Direct and indirect objects

Grade 5 Sentences Worksheet

Underline the **direct** object. Circle the **indirect** object.

1. My mom is giving **me** a car for my birthday.
2. The teacher wants a dog for her little brother.
3. My sister gave her friends a gift.
4. Robert fed the cat some treats.
5. Sylvie sent you the letter about the party.
6. The policeman gave my dad a ticket for going too fast.
7. The architect designed the company a building.
8. My grandpa built my sister a dollhouse for Christmas.
9. The nurse read the patient a book at the hospital.
10. My grandma tells me fun stories when I visit.

*Tom throws the ball to Ava.*

**Throws** is the verb.

What was thrown? The ball. *The ball* is the direct object. It is directly affected by the action of the verb.

To who was the ball thrown? Ava. *Ava* is the indirect object.
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Answers

1. My mom is giving me a car for my birthday.

2. The teacher wants a dog for her little brother.

3. My sister gave her friends a gift.

4. Robert fed the cat some treats.

5. Sylvie sent you the letter about the party.

6. The policeman gave my dad a ticket for going too fast.

7. The architect designed the company a building.

8. My grandpa built my sister a dollhouse for Christmas.

9. The nurse read the patient a book at the hospital.

10. My grandma tells me fun stories when I visit.